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A Note From The Editors
____________________________________________________

Not to beat a dead horse, but what a year.
In the past, Wend has typically put out two issues per year -- one in the spring and one in the fall. 2020
had di erent plans, as many of us found out, and we struggled to t our editorial duties into our new
schedules and rearranged lives. This led to our having to push back the publication of Issue 3.
Despite that, we had so many incredible submissions for this issue (over 400!) We are pleased to present
those to you now that 2020 has come to a close.
We decided to include pieces we felt re ected the year without going too deeply into a subject we feel
has been wearing us all down. We hope that you nd solidarity and vision within the work of the artists
and poets in this issue.
We hope 2021 nds you as well as it can be, and we look forward to getting back on our usual
publication schedule this year.
With Regards,
Denise & Sam
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Maggie Wang
____________________________________________________
in the moonless darkness of winter
we lay my grandmother’s tapestries
over the rough stone oors,
tread on the still-vivid threads with our bare feet,
picture ourselves walking through blossoming meadows
at the height of spring.
we drink in the re before we light it,
let the matchheads leap across our ngers
like candlelight across a pool of melted wax.
we wrap each other in patchwork blankets
lled with the fallen feathers of migrating birds
too old to ride the winds with all the others
too young to stay behind and brave the frost.
we wait like that
until the dawns once more turn the sky
the colour of sawdust and the rains once more swell the creeks
which froze long before my grandmother wove them
into her tapestries.
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Mike Knowles
Tap
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Rachel Prizant Kotok
____________________________________________________
Climate Tipping Point Palindrome
Sure-tuned raga
now.
Slam in a drowned
lore, wolf-mute.
Rob rain, models,
drib drab. Beware.
Virid revel.
Bats.
To dire plan,
retell.
A seer
to speed-devastate sneer.
Got tenets?
Draw notes.
Reviver,
set onwards!
Tenet: to green,
set at saved.
Deep so. Trees,
all eternal peridot.
Stable Verdi
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river, a web.
Bard-birds led
omni-arboretum.
Flower,
olden word.
Animals won
a garden uterus.
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We Kill Like We Do Palindrome
MIA e.g.
run AWOL.
Laws, spat sniper.
Ifs, nos, buts.
Emits tin
word: stole.
Soon, now
anger.
U.S. dire,
grab, loot.
Snug trap. No code.
We kill like we do.
Con part:
guns = tool.
Barge, rid. Sure,
gnaw on noose.
Lots drown. It's
time. Stub sons’ re!
Pins, taps. Swallow
an urge.
Aim.
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Emanuel R. Marques
Alpha
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Amanda Pendley
____________________________________________________
side e ects of something real
of the way I crouch down
align myself with the dip of the curb
lay curved in the cul-de-sac
spooned by sidewalk
pretend I am icing squeezed out
of a Ziploc bag
half parentheses staring down
the eye of an open-ended question
answered in rhetoricals
how long will it take my body to go numb?
can I still stand up using only my feet,
with my hands held over my head?
will I kip-up? teach the body to bounce back?
to catch itself before tailbone gets broken?
I already have
sunk into cement camou age
sewn up the tire tracks on my belly
fresh air does not make me feel healthy
just helps you feel less guilty
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trust exercise
collapse into the undersea of room 502
and hope its hazy recollection will be enough
to keep me upright
and I still reside in spaces I haven’t held in years
the starched sheets of a san francisco air bnb
the rafters of an attic housing boxes of myself
the way I would stand in the middle of my garage
and watch the cover rise to reveal
a picture frame of street
in her eyes, a picture frame of me
in ash/ in past/ dust kicked up by breeze
in the illusion of a cooler with its lid tipped back
and in the ice cubes I would get yelled at for eating whole
the safety of an era where arms were glued to my sides
where rise and fall of the chest is something I don’t
consciously consider
I apologize to myself in empty mirror
tell her I’ve gone home
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Hannah Leighton
Yellow Moth

72x72 inches. Yarn on monks cloth. 2020
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Izaskun Gracia Quintana
____________________________________________________
just smoke
cold trail propped up in a shipwreck
you returning like a dying man towards yesterday and the nonsense
she determined to squeeze the instinct until happiness or eternal anger
and me
astigmatic witness who always gets lost
I realize among moves not being aware of the sea or the impossible
and
nevertheless
feasible
of drowning in this city without oceans
but with tides
and alternative currents
and undercurrents
and traps settling our salt lungs
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Rosalie Eck
Travel Together
chalk pastel
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Yuan Changming
____________________________________________________
Hometowning
Having nothing better to do, I kill
Time by looking at a traditional
Chinese painting on my iPad
Much enlarged, it appears like
A plain sheet of rice paper
Smeared with ink. I view it
In the presence of bonsai; I
Drop several thick strokes to the oor
Of history, leaving a few ne lines
Behind the sofa, & failing
To catch a colorless corner
Between black and white
It is a landscape newly relocated
Into my heart’s backyard. Then I sit
On my legs, meditating about
No light in the picture, no
Shadow of anything, no perspective
As in hell. Isn’t this the art of seeing?
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Halley Friedeman
From Lightbulb Series
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Sarah Uheida
____________________________________________________
Ruined by Tomorrow and The Fruit of Yesterday
I.

II.

Do not fear fantasies
feverish & feral & fatal as they are
your body a casualty of come closer.
If I break your rib in repentance
and the sky scuttles past this lightless loving
would your mouth still famish mine?

I read something about olive picking
how the greenness costs a tree all that fruiting
the black ones being easier to crush
sixty-six million trees lining Spain in silence.
do you know about the olive trees of Bechealeh?
somewhere in Lebanon, six thousand years old
biblical, baby,
sancti ed
saddened by this fading esh.

III.

And then I remember how
you said you only ate one colour,
but which was it
unready green or crushed black?
will you tell me some things again,
ll my mouth with rst-time-ness.
will you remind me often and ungrudging
of the whys of this love.

IV.

The rst time the tree lost itself to the ground
stood dressed in centuries to come,
said now you can never claim
that you lost your way back
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not when I have already shown you
what I want & where I will stay.
the rst time I tied my hair back and knelt for you.
the rst time I wanted there to be a second time.

V.

It comforts me to think that, past this, past our bodies,
there will be something rooted somewhere
something that must have
watched us be
a living thing that frames:
look, they were here. And here. And here.

VI.

To fall asleep with someone, I think
is to sedate all instinct.
to renounce disappearing.
you risk not waking with your artery intact
So you can imagine
the enormity of the promise I make you
every time you trust me with your sleeping body
you can imagine
why I cannot a ord to fall unconscious
with the weight of a human heart on my right shoulder,
the serrated knives of everything that is not us,
and the small muscles of your hand, soft as scalpels
forever unfurling
never letting go.

VII.

It kills me
to say your name and hear only my own back.
I think of you saying submerge,
of the journal you bought and tear up for me
your willingness to gut and be gutted,
and then I remember
why we are the way we are
only half human
only half gods
writing the way neither could.
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Ribs of Satin, Mouth of Dusk

I.

II.

Father, Persephone’s pomegranates fell out of my mouth
as I came to you asking for the equivalent of ease
and you said the music that played then paralyses now
I, too, have turned feral, turned teeth on teeth,
you, too, have sipped Dionysus’s wine straight outta dusk’s collarbone

III.

At the entrance of what was once my birthplace, you sat threadbare
and mourned the quietness of quitted beds

IV.

Needled my way through the days
bones bearing a famine yet to come,
O how Father’s hand glistened when I spoke of sin

V.

The sheer injustice of pen on paper
The nouveaux literariness of English on my tongue
“Whatever is begotten, born, and dies.”

VI.

VII.
VIII.

Father’s mosaiced litanies, the way he raised me, like hands to the sky,
Undo all my attempts at non-repentance
An oasis of oh no, of father is no longer Father, just another man who could not love my fading out
For after all,
What is a daughter but a splinter, a hereditary haemorrhage?

IX.

God as coaxer of crude confessions; God as the distance between me and the rst time I excused
myself, drank & drank in the absences of Jannah

X.

There was that one time, though, when you taught me how to spell Mediterranean and I asked
whether inheriting your religion meant I could no longer languish the myths of the Greek

XI.
XII.

XIII.

You said I still could.
And there was that other time, when I placed an o ering at your feet, whisper-yelled: let me be
your debutante and I’ll let you hold my body like a grudge
Be still, you said, the prayer that played then paralyses now.
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A Country Is No Small Thing

Nostalgic as scars/ brought to our knees by our own hands/ the world undoing itself does not phase us/
when his mouth mangles mine/ I write of love/ I write of a country racked/ of women marrying their
rapists/ hometowns thinning/ red oil gore/Tripoli turning turpentine/ blood is blood is blood/ he guts
me with grace/ leaves plenty of traces/ only poetry evades us/ this poem begins with my mother’s
hands/ worn down and ready to bend bone/ so I put my phone on silent and fuck him to western
music/ I almost never sob/ a country is no small thing after all/ mother eyes the lovebites/ I eye her
copy of the Quran/ sin is a state of mind/ this poem perches on a porch/ in its mouth: a love story/ a
touch of homelessness/ in its mouth: an unmothering/ a severing of anything worth keeping/ grotesque
as it seems/ we peel back the night blanketing us/ stand feet rm/ say fuck a love that’s holy/ and
nostalgic as scars/ we are brought to our knees by our own hands/ once more, oh/
/once and for all/
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Halley Friedeman
From Lightbulb Series
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Emanuel R. Marques
Educação
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Suzanne S. Rancourt
____________________________________________________
The Tube
Ancestors
travel through a subway of Vagus
stimulation
a sound byte of resonant shit to
honey
in the hive of comb sweet ri ed edges
waxed
form of hexagonal perspectives
approach
this stent of bridge
nestle
in the spelunk of survival
thankful
for the opportunity
writhe
from Sun new skin being - own it
this
I am real
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Rosalie Eck

Stand On Yourself, Push Yourself
Gouache On Junk Mail Paper
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ARRASSI
____________________________________________________
Neuter

—for my sister, Mariam.

Azure:
I memorized her name like the sound
Of my voice. But how do you say life goes on
Like the wind when you pray not
The slightest silence when talking,
When talking with a person
Who talks only to your active attentive self?
Communication costs me more than my presence.
But I have learned the philosophy of listening
The way she brought silence from heaven:
Naturally. There, too, is an intensity I never prayed for:
Her artistic mood. The lined atmosphere
On her face. How do you stitch silence to
The tapestry of a conversation as alive as
The touch of God on everything fragrant
Like the lilies and sun owers?
I have mastered the psychology of putting up with
The itches on my butt, too. I am the azure:
The sky, sheltering her rain of attention.
I contain the clouds of laughing appropriately.
I am the azure: My sister reads me interesting experiences
As I found my warm fuzzy in the vintage histories
That bore me. I sigh as she sighs. She laughs
In my own hilarious way. Because connecting
Our happiness to the air is an art only we excel at.
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Spot:
There are days I choose to forget some memories
Like the name I close up to my heart, and mind.
Music becomes proverb when con ict breaks out.
There is no perfection created in heaven
On the day darkness was. God is not absolute
With trust. So he tainted Adam with temptation.
She is the azure: she befriends her silence
As I glide my ears back with my will untainted.
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Sam Smith
____________________________________________________
Unreliable Information
With brown ferns collapsed wetly
inside their own tents
this still day I try to read
the calligraphy of winter branches
and make sense of elsewhere
the crackle crash and roar
of a land drowning in re
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Chath pierSath

From the COVID-19 Series
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Chath pierSath

From the COVID-19 Series
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Chath pierSath

From the COVID-19 Series
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Ally Chua
____________________________________________________
sweetbread
the tinge of kidney
stones. as light as
old blood on chop
board. smells like
a scab scratched
o . dove, let me
jam index against
soft eye jelly. my
ngers into your
rope burn. your esh
is always giving.
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paper universe
we slice this city
along dotted lines
fold our paradise
down the middle
each mistake
multiplies–
paper creases
& dog-eared corners.
i'm in a universe
that folds smaller
& smaller. see–
there are in nite ways
to crush a paper universe.
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On Running
When the dam breaks
my rst instinct is to run.
That if I can cut through water
I can cut through that which
haunts me. That when my head
gets tight and thins down to
that silver of pressure
all I can do is lace my shoes,
feel them pounding pavement.
This is the way
I simplify things
reduce it to
that catch of breath
between this step
and the next.
This is how I stay on this plane,
by punishing my body
so that my psyche will
wear itself out.
That acid tightness
is a reminder
I ran before
and I can run again.
That there is an entire
world to hide in.
In front of the sun
I am on my knees.
Please, please
let me
outrun myself.
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Shannon Gardner
Snapper
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Janet Powers
____________________________________________________
Gold nches

A ash of yellow at the feeder
and I know the gold nches
have regained their summer hue,
every feather turned to gold,
winter turned at last to spring;
a week ago dark birds were
seeking sun ower seeds
in the snow, nding shelter
amid the thick of a holly bush.
Today the males sport bright
feathers, showing o in time
to nd mates, nesting partners
for a season, not a year,
no monogamy among nches.
With ducks a di erent story:
I’ve seen a dead brown mallard
by the roadside, a green head
hovering near, unwilling to admit
that death had claimed its mate,
like a human mourning loss,
desperately bereft,
later open to the possibility
of winter slipping into spring.
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Diane Vogel Ferri
____________________________________________________
American Dream
I heard the bees clustered
in the garden, and felt the hammer
of their sting on my bare feet.
I saw the bat wings furious in the streetlight
and felt the carbon of the stardust
pouring down in the moonlight.
I stole da odils and lilacs from
the exalted elds and brought them
to my grandmother, ve houses down.
I went to the beech trees glowing yellow
in the fall, the scritching of metal rakes
uniting them in bountiful piles.
I lay down in the dandelion grass
to look up at my life as I wished
it always to be, where the sickle thrashed,
the sheets dried in the wind, where
I heard the whirr of the push mower,
where, undoubtedly, we had it all.
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Hannah Leighton

Big Interstate
72x72 inches, yarn on monks cloth, 2020
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Nathan Erwin
____________________________________________________
A Figurative Realist
-- For Samah Shihadi, after Laying Down

Figuring its not too late for tea,
covered with mist and a blessed veil
past in Su prayer,

her heart kicks twice.
She is a mother and daughter beside the Mulberry tree,
her grandmother’s heart beats in the desert branches,

waterless and soul-like, she is oating, straights as sun light,
oating three feet from the ground. She is a realist but really can oat
sheathed by leaves and daisies showering her feet.

And guratively, we are puppets. I gure
I could sew anything for her if it was torn or frayed
or didn’t need mending at all.

She is oating to commemorate her birth,
a cross hangs from her neck.
Spellbound. Bound to depart

Her Su dance mixes into glass.
The sheet around her neck / Air around her waist /
(Dhikr) hearts that beat as one.

No one goes to their god certain.
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No one asks the IDF for sermons.
No one speaks to their God confused.

The snails tarry on the wooden plank of stars.
Climbing into an abandoned shell,
she looks for Allah under garden rocks.

Where her heart kicks,
Where her heart kicks
twice.
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ky li
____________________________________________________
Faggot is a Bundle of Sticks
Ancestral waters held

the weight of us

as we ferried

across Kootenay Bay

& imagined a

sturgeon-nosed canoe

in close pursuit.

A lone redbud shocked

verdant larch, alder

& r with magenta

& we laughed at

the misnomer between

bloom & bud like

some people laugh

at stand-up or

labeling us faggots.

We gu awed

at the incongruencies

of north & south

& tongue & mouth

in cheeks, too weak

from the hilarity

of slander & spades

not being spades

or blades of grass

not being blue but

seeds & the absurdity

of bundled sticks.
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Paul Koniecki
____________________________________________________
Lit Thurible,
bent tree, gravity and incense burning
one-fourth of a circle smoking in the air,
pliant branch, subtle beacon be a gentler
warning, be a swinging sky-guide, aisle
to aspect, allay disorientation, vertigo, divination, doubt, full wings, high weather,
unchecked updraft, and breakneck wind. Brimming censer, soothe tectonic dissonance and caesuras of
doubt. Gather
us to pause and pause again where morning is a slip of orange by the edge of a smudge,
Earth breaking, asking, how far is poetry
from prayer? How tall is faith when a mountain is a marble on a chain? Hot
coals in the crucible, sacri ce, rapture
by the scoop, ladled meekly the way we survive the worst of life and live to live.
In the lines and in the secret screws
and turns of atmospheric machinations,
map of maps, time of times, atoms on re. God, the weather, knows.
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Cover Feature

Rosalie Eck
Creatures
chalk pastel
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Artist Statements & Author Biographies
A R R A S S I is a Nigerian poet, and writer. His recent works have appeared in or are forthcoming
from Clover and White, Global Poemic, Lumiere Review, Window Facing Window Review, 433
Magazine, Cathartic, Giallo, Cultural Weekly, and elsewhere. He was shortlisted for the 2020 Alpine
Fellowship Academic Writing Prize.
Yuan Changming started to learn the English alphabet in Shanghai at age 19 and published
monographs on translation before leaving China. With a Canadian PhD in English, Yuan currently
edits Poetry Paciﬁc with Allen Yuan in Vancouver. Credits include ten Pushcart nominations, eight
chapbooks, the 2018 Naji Naaman's Literary (honor) Prize, the Jodi Stutz Award in Poetry (2020) &
publications in Best of the Best Canadian Poetry (2008-17), & BestNewPoemsOnline, among 1,729
others across 46 countries.
Ally Chua is a Singaporean poet. She works for a botanical attraction, and writes when she's not
replying to emails within seven working days. She is the 2019 Singapore Unbound Fellow for New York
City, and a member of local writing collective /s@ber. Ally has been published in Quarterly Literary
Review Singapore, Cordite Poetry Review, and Lammergeier Magazine. An avid solo traveler and
reader, Ally nds inspiration from a wide variety of sources, including her travels, Richard Siken's
words, the lyrics of Brian Fallon, and zombie video games.
Rosalie (Rosie) Eck works, plays and makes art with people of many di erent ages throughout
Baltimore, Maryland. She often draws and crafts with her friends and neighbors, as well as artists at
excellent organizations like Make Studio, Farring-Baybrook Therapeutic Rec Center and the Hussman
Center for Adults with Autism. During the summer, she is a camp director at Teen Adventure Quaker
Camp, a spiritual growth and wilderness expedition camp in Virginia.
Nathan Erwin is a rural poet, educator, community mediator, and researcher at the School of
International Service, American University. With a family tree rooted in the North and South,
Alabama moonshiners and Vermont dairy farmers, Erwin grew up in the hills of Newark Valley, New
York. Nathan Erwin works as a poetry editor for Folio and Barrelhouse Magazine. His poetry has
appeared in a number of print and online publications, including Redactions, Wordgatherings, Levee
Magazine, Lullwater Review, and COUNTERCLOCK. His book Hemp and Farm Justice
(Mandel-Vilar Press) is forthcoming Fall 2020.
Halley Friedeman has enjoyed art since she was able to pick up a marker and most recently, has
encouraged art in the lives of those that she cares for as a Family Nurse Practitioner. She currently
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serves Navajo Nation as a provider with Indian Health Services. In the past, Halley studied Art,
Psychology, and Nursing. Although her current focus is Family Medicine, she is most interested in
collaborating with Art Therapists to o er alternative therapies to individuals and one day, obtain her
PhD in Integrative Medicine. Halley currently works with and treats all individuals, with a special
interest in helping those with Substance Use Disorders, Eating Disorders, and those seeking Sexuality
and Gender Identity Counseling. Halley lives in New Mexico near the Four Corners Region where she
is continuously inspired by the High Desert and goes on many outdoor excursions with her furry
friend & companion, Koko.
Halley’s Lightbulb Series represents the ideas that build up inside of us as artists in moments of
stagnation with the subsequent explosion of expression that we feel when we are nally granted
creative release, as Halley felt so many times while enduring the formality of graduate school.
Shannon Gardner is a graduate of the University of Wisconsin at Stevens Point with a Bachelors in
Studio Art and a minor in Art History. As an artist, she appreciates the spontaneous process of nature
and strives to explore Earth's unearthed beauty and imitate it's natural imperfections. Shannon creates
art depicting disturbing and horrifying work with elements of occult symbolism and iconography. Her
interest in the macabre began while studying nature and the paranormal at a young age. The ethereal
mood of her work reaches the extreme and addresses the taboo. Her use of watercolor and India Ink are
unforced and create beauty within aws while crafting an earthy grunge appearance. This technique
assists the viewer to observe the Japanese Wabi-Sabi aesthetic-- the appreciation of imperfections. Her
use of dots creates an impression of a technical drawing. Stippling creates clusters of value implying
crisp texture and depth, giving the illusion of change through time.
Izaskun Gracia Quintana (Bilbao, Spain, 1977) studied Basque Philology, Publishing and Graphic
Design. She lives in Berlin, Germany and works as a freelance translator, editor and editorial designer,
and she writes articles and literary criticism for various media. She writes poetry and prose, mostly in
Spanish and Basque. She has published several poetry collections, like saco de humos (2010), ártica /
artikoa (2012), vacuus (2016, which combined poems and photographs), despertar lloviendo (2017)
and Ohe hutsetan (2018), as well as the short story compilation Crónicas del encierro (2016), nominated
for the Euskadi Literature Prize. Her texts have been published in several anthologies and international
literary magazines, she has participated in many poetry festivals (like Cosmopoética, Kontraespazioak
and poesiefestival berlin) and she has worked with artists such as Anabel Lorca, Zigor Barayazarra,
Delphine Salvi, Leire Urbeltz and Liébana Goñi, writing poems for their paintings.
Mike Knowles has spent over 40 years working mainly in comics, along with contributions to TV,
radio, animation, gonzo-style journalism for a “top-of-the-shelf” magazine, and odd spells as a digital
artist. (Not to mention three gruesome years writing gags for comedians (even though they begged me
not to. But what did THEY know about humour? ))
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Paul Koniecki lives and writes in Dallas, Texas. He was once chosen for the John Ashbery Home School
Residency. His poems feature in Richard Bailey’s movie “One of the Rough” distributed by AVIFF
Cannes. His books are available from Kleft Jaw Press, NightBallet Press, Dark Particle Press, and
Spartan Press.
Rachel Prizant Kotok, addicted to constrained writing, writes letter-sequenced palindromic poetry,
micro ction, and ash. She was a nalist for Southwest Review’s Morton Marr Poetry Prize and the
Tucson Festival of Books Literary Award for Poetry. Her work has appeared in Tiferet Journal, Digital
Paper, The Centiﬁctionist, Hey, I’m Alive, and Star 82 Review.
Hannah Leighton graduated from the Maryland Institute College of art summa cum laude in May
2015. Post graduation she was accepted to the Green Olive Arts Residency and spent a month painting
among the medinas of Morocco. Most recently Leighton’s work was accepted into the publication New
American Paintings MFA Issue #141 and West Issue #144. Leighton was awarded the New Mexico
Women in the Arts Scholarship and additionally accepted the nomination to become a SITE Santa Fe
Scholar. Leighton is thrilled to be back in school at the University of New Mexico where she plans to
attain her MFA in the spring of 2021.
ky li is a poet in Louisville, Kentucky whose work has appeared in Brittle Star, Dime Show Review, The
Bangalore Review, Timberline Review, The Oddville Press, and other literary journals. ky has a MA in
poetry and creative writing, enjoys hiking and cycling, and is a published composer. ky can still recite
"A Visit from Saint Nicholas," a poem memorized in the rst grade for a Christmas pageant.
Emanuel R. Marques is a Portuguese visual artist and writer (short stories, poetry, dramaturgic),
explorer of universes of the fantastic, symbolism, and existentialism. Emanuel graduated in
Audiovisual Communications Technology, and is a collaborator of short stories and poetry in
magazines, anthologies and fanzines, as well as a cartoonist. Emanuel also has had photography,
painting, and plastic arts in collective and individual exhibitions. One of Emanuel’s preferred
techniques is to mix materials and experience the fusion of di erent artistic areas, in particular painting
and collage. Emanuel is the founder of the experimental/ambient/soundtracks project Pineal Vertigo.
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